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Operation fusion and deforestation for Scala
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Abstract—Fusion and deforestation have been a topic of
research for last 4 decades. An extensive research in this topic
was done in the context of for Haskell programming language.
This report examines three techniques explored in the Haskell
community: foldr/build, unbuild/unfoldr and stream fusion, all
of which try to represent computations with a small set of
combinators that are easy to reason about and optimize. We
outline strong and weak points of these approaches, providing a
starting point for researching deforestation and fusion for Scala.

This program is written in an elegant and composable way,
combining reusable functions that operate on lists. Naive
evaluation of sumSq will first construct the intermediate list,
a result of mapping, and then traverse it, calculating sum of
elements in this list. However, this is suboptimal. Consider the
following definition of sumSq:
sumSq [ ] = 0
sumSq (x : xs) = x ∗ x + sumSq xs

Index Terms—Streams, deforestation, pipelining, program optimization, program transformation, program fusion, functional
programming

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

USION is a technique that aims to transform a program
that is easy to understand into one that is efficient. As an
example consider a program in Haskell[SPJ’03]:
sumSq xs = sum(map sq xs)

This definition does not require the construction of an intermediate data structure, requiring less memory and less time
to execute. Yet, the second implementation of sumSq trades
clarity and modularity for performance. Fusion improves the
programming experience by allowing the programmer to write
clear and modular code which is then transformed automatically to efficient code by avoiding the creation of redundant
intermediate data structures.
This paper is structured as follows:

sum [ ] = 0
•

sum (x : xs) = x + sum xs

•

map f [ ] = [ ]

•

map f (x : xs) = f x : map f xs
sq x = x ∗ x
•
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Section II outlines early developments in deforestation.
Section III presents ideas shared by Shortcut fusion.
Section IV examines system proposed in paper
”Cheap deforestation in practice: An optimiser for
Haskel”[Gill’94].
Section V goes in detail in demonstrating system from
paper ”Shortcut fusion for accumulating parameters &
zip-like functions”[Svenningsson’02].
Section VI describes more recent developments from
paper ”Stream fusion: from lists to streams to nothing at
all”[Coutts’07] that we feel as a more practical system,
both for users and for implementors.
Section VII summarizes weak points of all those systems.
Section VIII names several possible research directions
as well as Scala perspective.
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II. P IONEERING WORKS
The pioneering paper in fusion is the ”A transformation
system for developing recursive programs” by Burnstall dated
1977[Burstall’77]. It proposes a method that can be used by
programmers to transform a program into a faster one, even
potentially improving the asymptotic complexity.
The proposed method is not an automatic technique that can
be applied by the compiler: the developer needs to design and
implement representations as well as choose which rewriting
rules to apply.
Being a programmer guided compiler transformation, it
heavily depended on ’eureka’ step, in which programmer
cames up with better representations. The paper [Burstall’77]
presents the function computing Fibonacci numbers as an
example. This is an example that illustrates the distinguishing
features of their technique. They start with original recursive
definition that takes exponential time to evaluate:
f 0

=0

f 1

=1

f (n + 2)

= f (n + 1) + f n

Then the programmer should perform an ’eureka’ step, comming up with auxiliary definition:
gn

= (f (n + 1), f (n))

Then in terms of this definition the original function can be
defined:

III. S HORTCUT FUSION
The deforestation idea did not look practical until Shortcut
fusion was presented in [Gill’93], which was implemented
directly in Glasgow Haskell Compiler.
The biggest advantage of this approach was it’s simplicity,
as only local rewrite rules are required from the compiler. The
simplest example of rule would be:
∀f, g

map(f ) · map(g) = map(f · g)

On this simple example of a rule we can illustrate most
requirements for such optimizing rules:
• rewriting must be proven to be equivalent to original code
• rewriting must be proven to terminate
• rewriting should be shown to be an optimization
Proving this independently for every rule is as a simpler
approach and most systems tried to follow this general idea.
The fact that the shortcut fusion approach only uses local
transformation is a key advantage in comparison with a
more general deforestation algorithm. Having proved those
statements for every rewriting equation, complete correctness
of algorithm is fairly straightforward.
Supporting shortcut fusion required adding support for
pluggable rules in the GHC. Rewrite rules can be added to
a source file and are automatically used by the compiler to
optimize the program. This allowed experimenting and made
subsequent research easier. In current syntax of GHC rules
language, the map/map rule can be written as
{−# RU LES 00 map/map00 ∀ f g. map f . map g = map (f.g) #−}

f 0

=0

f 1

=1

f (n + 2)

= u + v,

g0

= (1, 0)

g (n + 1)

= (u + v, u), where(u, v) = g n

where(u, v) = g n

The techique presented in this paper allowed to achive a
different pattern of recursion and have improved running
time from exponential to linear. Unfortunately, none of the
techniques that we will consider later in this report can change
the asymptotic complexity in this example.
This is why we will illustrate all those techniques on a
simple example of summing either squares of values in a list
or filtered list of values.
Wadler’s algorithm
Most of the research that followed [Burstall’77] tried to find
restrictions and abstractions that allow an automatic algorithm
to run without help of programmer. This led to first algorithm
by Wadler [Wadler’90], that was limited to removing tree
structures in a special case of compositions of functions in
“treeless form“. The algorithm was proven to never increase
number of allocation and examples suggested that in many
cases allocations do decrease.
The main downside of Wadler’s deforestation algorithm was
limitation was the strict shape it was imposing on the program:
variables were to be used linearly and no intermediate data
structures were allowed.

As naive generalizations of rules similar to map/map rule,
taking into account more functions such as filter, mapConcat(flatMap in Scala terms) leads to quadratic explosion
in the number of rules required. Thus most systems have
found a small set of combinators used to express a large class
of functions. As main goal of deforestation was eliminating
intermediate data structures, intuitively, these combinators
should capture patterns such as constructing, consuming or
transforming the intermediate data structure.
This led to second requirement, advantage in terms of
simplicity and limitation for users: “Shortcut” deforestation
approach is based on idea that, instead of considering general
definitions, it only attempts to improve definitions, which
are themselves defined using particular designated functions
- fusion combinators.
Multiple Shortcut fusion systems were proposed, but the
most notorious and the only incorporated in a mainline compiler is “foldr/build” system.
IV. C HEAP DEFORESTATION IN PRACTICE : A N OPTIMISER
FOR H ASKELL .
The shortcut fusion system proposed in [Gill’94], also
known as “foldr/build” defines two combinator functions: foldr
and build.
f oldr :: (a → b → b) → b → [a] → b
build :: ((a → b → b) → b → b) → [a]
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The foldr function is known to Scala programmers as foldRight
method:
f oldr f z [ ] = z
f oldr f z (x : xs) = f x(f oldr f z xs)
It can be thought as an general pattern of recursion on lists
and can express a huge range of common functions on list:s
sum = f oldr (+) 0
xs + +ys = f oldr (::) ys xs
map f = f oldr(λ x xs → f x : xs)[ ]
f ilter p = f oldr(λ x xs →
if p x then x : xs else xs)[ ]
f oldl f v xs = f oldr(λ x g →
(λ a → g(f a x)))id xs v
dropW hile p = f st · f oldr f ([ ], [ ])
where f x(ys, xs) =
(if p x then ys else x : xs, x : xs)
Hutton [Hutton’99] illustrates how many common functions
can be rewritten in terms of foldr. The last two are the
most surprising, as they illustrate that that usage of higher
order functions or pair types can extend expressiveness beyond
commonly used patterns.
The second combinator function build is not common and
less obvious:
build :: ((a → b → b) → b → b) → [a]
build g = g(:)[ ]
While fold is to be used to consume lists, build can be used
to construct them.
The key and the only rule of “foldr/build” system is
∀f g z. f oldr f z(build g) = g f z
On the left hand side we see build producing a list and foldr
immediately consuming it. The right hand side does not create
lists at all. Thus if one explains list operation in terms of
build and foldr this local rewrite rule can be used to eliminate
intermediate lists.
Being implemented in GHC, the “foldr/build” system is
very beneficient in many practical cases, it is basis for performance of list comprehensions in Haskell([SPJ’03]Section
3.11).
In order to illustrate this system on a simple example, we
show rewrting of such definitions:
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= {inlining the definition of map}
f oldr (+) 0 (build(λ c n →
f oldr(λ x ys → sq x c ys) n xs))
= {foldr/build rewrite rule}
= (λ c n → f oldr(λ x ys → sq x c ys)n xs) (+) 0
= {beta-reduce}
f oldr(λ x ys → sq x + ys) 0 xs
Unfortunately, not all common list operations can be written
effectively in terms of fold. In particular, foldl and zip proved
to be problematic.
Also, despite the fact that foldl(foldLeft in terms of Scala)
can be expressed in term of foldr, and can be fused, the
resulting code uses higher order functions and is extremely
inefficient.
The sumSq example also shows a problem with accumulating parameters. We had to define sum as foldr while it is more
efficient to define it as a foldl. Indeed, the resulting function
is not tail recursive and uses linear stack space. If sum is
defined using foldl in a standard way, then, while the fusion
will succeed, running time will still degrade due to usage of
high-order functions.
Those examples illustrate that, while the fusion transformation can be an interesting theoretical improvement we should
watch out not to be writing functions in highly sophisticated
way just to move memory allocations from one place to
another, even degrading performance in some cases.
The zip function is a problem for this system, as it cannot
be written to consume both lists with a foldr. It can be written
to produce the result list using build and consume single one
input list using foldr, but not both at the same time.
V. T HE unbuild/unfoldr FUSION SYSTEM
[Svenningsson’02] has proposed a way to overcome the
challenge of left folds and zips. It is another shortcut fusion
system, using different fusion combinators: unfoldr and unbuild1 :
unf oldr :: (s → M aybe(a, s)) → s → [a]
unbuild :: ((s → M aybe(a, s)) → s → b) → [a] → b
Unforldr2 captures a general pattern for constructing lists, it
can be seen as an iterator style, when a function is used to
generate sequence of elements, passing new state with each
new element that would be used to generate subsequent one.
Implementation of unfold can be such:

sumSq xs = sum(map sq xs)
sq x = x ∗ x

unf oldr next s = case next s of
N othing− > [ ]

The rewriting passes will be such

Just(x, z)− >

sumSq xs

x : unf oldr next z

= {inlining the definition of sumSq}
sum(map sq xs)
= {inlining the definition of sum}
f oldr (+) 0 (map sq xs)

1 Unbuild
2 Maybe

Just(value)

is sometimes called destroy
is analogous to Scala Option, with two possibilities: Nothing and
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By passing state with a sequence we can express a wide range
of list-producing functions:

f ilter p = unbuild(λnext s →
let next s = case next s of
N othing → N othing

iterate f = unf oldr(λx → Just(x, f x)

Just(x, s)|p x → Just(x, s)

f romT o n m = let next i|i > m = N othing

|otherwise → next s

| = Just(i, i + 1)

in unf oldr next s)

in unf oldr next n
map f = let next[ ] = N othing
next(x : xs) = Just(f x, xs))
in unf oldr next
f ilter p = let next[ ] = N othing
next(x : xs)|px = Just(x, xs))
| = next xs
in unf oldr next
Note, that map and filter not only produce a list, they also
consume one. In order to facilate fusion we need to further
rewrite them in terms of second combinator funtion.
Logically, while unfoldr is for producing lists, unbuild is for
consuming them. Given a function that consumes elements in
the iterator style, it applies it to an argument, obtaining an
equivalent function that consumes lists.
unbuild :: ((s → M aybe(a, s)) → s → b) → [a] → b

The main rewriting rule unbuild/unfoldr for system is:
∀k g s. unbuild g(unf oldr k s) = g k s
We demonstrate this fusion technique on the same sumSq
example.
sumSq xs = sum(map sq xs)
This time, in order to illustrate how this approach handles
accumulating parameters, we will define sum in terms of foldl,
which itself is defined directly in terms of unbuild.
sum = f oldl (+) 0
For the sake of being less verbose we define helper functions:
sum = unbuild sumIter
map f = unbuild(mapIter f )
sumIter next0 s0 = sumGo next0 0s0
mapIter f next0 s0 = unf oldr(nextmap f next0 )s0
sumGo next0 =let go a s = case next0 s of
N othing → a

unbuild g xs = g uncons xs

Just(x, s) → go(a + x)s

where
uncons :: [a] → M aybe(a, [a])
uncons[ ] = N othing

nextmap

in go
f next0 s = case next0 s of
N othing → N othing

uncons(x : xs) = Just(x, xs)
Given this function we can express different consumers, and
rewrite transform methods like map and filter to also consume
their input using it.
f oldr f z = unbuild(λnext s →
let go s = case next s
N othing → z
Just(x, s) → f x(go s)
in go s)
f oldl f a = unbuild(λnext s →
let go a s = case next s of

Just(x, s) → Just(f x, s)
In such definitions we have
sum(map sq xs)
= unbuild sumIter(unbuild(mapIter sq) xs)
Here we need to introduce one more rule for this system
unbuild/unbuild:
∀g k xs. unbuild g(unbuild k xs)
= unbuild (λnext s0 → unbuild g(k next s0 )) xs
We can now rewrite further:

N othing → a

unbuildsumIter(unbuild(mapIter sq) xs)

Just(x, s) → go(f a x)s

= unbuild(λnext s0 →

in go a s)
map f = unbuild(λnext s →
let next s = case next s of
N othing → N othing
Just(x, s) → Just(f x, s)
in unf oldr next s)

unbuild sumIter(mapIter sq next s0 )) xs
By inlining the definition of mapIter and applying the unbuild/unfoldr rule we will get:
= unbuild(λnext s0 → sumIter(nextmap sq next))
Here, we have succeeded in fusing all code, but unfortunately
if we leave result as-is we will still get poor runtime performance. The reason is in fact that sumIter and nextmap
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pair of functions will be constantly allocating M aybe objects.
So by applying fusion we did not reduce number of allocated
objects, we just moved allocations from one place into another.
[Svenningsson’02] assures that those M aybe allocations
will be eliminated by further compiler transformations. The
particular compiler transformation responsible for this is caseof-case transformation [SPJ’98]. We can show how this transformation works on this example by inlining more definitions:

sumIter(nextmap sq next) s0
= sumGo(nextmap sq next) 0 s0
= let go a s = case nextmap sq next s of
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= case-of-case transformation
= let go a s = case s of
[]→a
(x : s) → go(a + sq x) s
in go 0 xs
Obviously this transformation has it’s own prerequisites: it
needs to clearly see how results of one pattern match are driven
into another pattern match in order to join them. This works
in example with map, but unfortunatelly, in case of filter they
would not be fulfilled even for simple examples like summing
only squares of odd numbers. In such example we will be able
to get until last step with such code.

N othing → a
Just(x, s) → go(a + x)s
in go 0 s0

sumOdd xs = sum(f ilter odd xs)
= ... =
= let go a s = case(let f next s = case next s
N othing → N othing

= let go a s = case(case next s of

Just(x, s)|odd x → Just(x, s))
| → f next s

N othing → N othing
Just(x, s) → Just(sq x, s))
of
N othing → a
Just(x, s) → go(a + x)s
in go 0s0
= {case-of-case transformation}
let go a s = case next s of
N othing → a

in f next s)
of
N othing → a
Just(x, s) → go(a + x)s
in go 0 xs
In this example case-of-case optimization is not applicable, as
one of the cases is recursive and there’s no static way to inline
the outer pattern match into inner one without creating a new
nested pattern match.

Just(x, s) → go(a + sq x)s
in go 0 s0
Applying a step similar to the last one after inlining the
definition of nested unbuild we get a result:
unbuild (λnext s → (...)) xs
= (λnext s0 → (...))uncons xs
= let go a s = case uncons x of
N othing → a
Just(x, s) → go(a + sq x) s
in go 0 xs
= inlining the definition of uncons
= let go a s = case(case s of
[ ] → N othing
(x : s) → Just(x, s))
of
N othing → a
Just(x, s) → go(a + sq x) s
in go 0 xs

E XPRESSIVENESS OF SHORTCUT FUSION SYSTEMS
The problems with the two shorcut fusion systems presented
comes from the fact that restrict fusable functions by requiring
that they are written in terms of predefined function combinators.
The foldr/build system allows great freedom in expressing
producers, but we are restricted on how we write consumers.
And while this is certainly true that foldr can express most of
list consumers, is obviously fails for several commonly used
ones (zip, foldl).
Situation with unbuild/unfold is symmetric, we are given
freedom in writing consumers, but enforced to write producers
in restrictive manner. Again, while indeed unforldr can express
most of producer, it fails to do so for some commonly used
operations, such as filter and flatMap.
There’s one more limitation imposed by such setup. Those
deforestation systems were developed only in attempt to
eliminate intermediate data structures, not the ones that are
used for storage. This difference can even be seen in names, as
next system differentiates itself from systems that only support
deforestation but also allowing fusion.
This limitation was a key motivation for Stream Fusion
approach to be developed.
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VI. S TREAM FUSION
The idea in paper [Coutts’07] comes from extending the
unbuild/unfold approach, by allowing the stepper function for
both unbuild and unfold to report a Skip, meaning that in
order to get next element more invokations are required. This
removes need for the recursive definition of methods such as
filter. Intuition comes from the example of sumOdd: if we
introduce an additional value Skip, there will be no need to
perform a recursive call in case of failed predicate check, and
case-of-case will succeed.
We reformulate our representations with a new data type:

f oldl :: (b → a → b) → b → Stream a → b
f oldl f a(Stream next s0 ) = go a s0
where
go a s = case next s of
Done → a
Skip s → go a s
Y ield x s → go(f a x)s

Now, with the ability to skip, filter can be expressed without
the need for recursion:

data Step a s = Done
|Skip s

f ilter :: (a → Bool) → Stream a → Stream a

|Y ield a s

f ilter p (Stream next0 s0 ) = Stream next s0
where

and we define a Stream using the new Step type:

next s = case next0 s of
Done → Done
Skip s → Skip s

data Stream a = ∃s. Stream (s → Step a s) s

Y ield x s|p x → Y ield x s

While stream is not a list, it is intended to be equivalent.
We can define obvious conversion to and from lists:
stream :: [a] → Stream a
streamxs = Stream uncons xs
where
uncons[ ] = Done
uncons(x : xs) = Y ield x xs

| → Skip s

As can be seen from this examples, ability to Skip allows
to express stream producers without need for recursion. This
is a key observation, that allows Stream fusion to win in
comparison with unfoldr/unbuildr system.
Interestingly enough, the only rule required in system with
such definitions is trivial:
unstream · stream xs = xs

unstream :: Stream a → [a]
unstream(Stream next s0 ) = unf old next s0
where
unf old next s = case next s of
Done → [ ]
Skip s → unf old next s
Y ield x s → x : unf old next s

and this is enough for us to proceed with sumOdd example.
sumOdd xs = sum(f ilter odd xs)
= f oldl (+) 0(stream(unstream(f ilter odd(stream xs))))
= f oldl (+) 0(f ilter odd(stream xs))
= f oldl (+) 0(f ilter odd(Stream uncons xs))
where
uncons[ ] = Done
uncons(x : xs) = Y ield x xs

Now we can define other operations in terms of Streams that
can skip:
map :: (a → b) → Stream a → Stream b
map f (Stream next0 s0 ) = Stream next s0

= f oldl (+) 0(Stream next xs)
where
next s = case uncons s of
Done → Done

where
next s = case next0 s of
Done → Done
Skip s → Skip s
Y ield x s → Y ield(f x) s

Skip s → Skip s
Y ield x s|odd x → Y ield x s
| → Skip s
uncons[ ] = Done
uncons(x : xs) = Y ield x xs
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= inline uncons and perform case-of-case transformation functions such as foldl yields higher-order code, that is slow.
In order to solve those problem the unfoldr/unbuildr system
f oldl (+) 0 (Stream next xs)
was proposed, and while it provides flexibility in expresswhere
ing consumers, both consuming multiple sources (zip) and
next s = case s of
consumer with accumulating parameters (foldl), it creates
[ ] → Done
challenges when it comes to producers, most important one
being filter.
(x : s)|odd x → Y ield x s
The Stream fusion approach can be seen as a generalization
| → Skip s
of unfoldr/unbuildr technique, where producers can Skip from
returning a value, this led to solving many problems of
= inline definition of foldl
Shortcut fusion systems, such as simplifying code patterns and
go 0 xs
providing good ground for fusion between different operations
on the same data source. Unfortunately, it also introduced
where
complications in case when a function is both a producer
go a s = case next s of
and a consumer, and number of elements produced for every
Done → a
consumer is not statically limited. The most notorious function
Skip s → go a s
that Stream fusion fails to optimize is a commonly used concatMap function, that foldr/buildr system is able to improve.
Y ield x s → go(a + x)s
Another problem, common to all systems, is that those systems
next s = case s of
are proposed as one-directional transformations that are not
[ ] → Done
complete and rely on success of other compiler transforma(x : s)|odd x → Y ield x s
tions to remove inefficiencies. If the later fails those systems
can lead to degradation of performance, without any way of
| → Skip s
reporting it.
Stream fusion seems like a clear champion, as it can easily
express filter as well as foldl and it can express operations that
VIII. F URTHER RESEARCH , S CALA PERSPECTIVE
consume multiple sources (zip). Unfortunately this approach
While all of presented frameworks have functions that they
has it’s own disadvantages. While previous two approaches can
express and fuse concatMap(Scala equivalent is flatMap), in fail to optimize, the inclusion of foldr/buildr system in GHC
current state Stream fusion can not. There are other functions compiler already brings benefit to many use-cases, allowing
that cannot be optimized by stream fusion, as they return programmers to use convenient patterns that, if compiled
directly, would be highly inefficient. Scala would clearly
multiple streams: such functions are:
benefit from existance of similar system. Though this is not a
unzip
:: [(a, b)] → ([a], [b])
question of simply replicating the results gained from Haskell
splitAt
:: Int → [a] → ([a], [a])
world on Scala. The two languages have different semantics:
in Scala users are allowed to write side-effecting programs,
partition
:: (a → Bool) → [a] → ([a], [a])
and, as optimizations must not alter the execution semantics,
span, break
:: (a → Bool) → [a] → ([a], [a])
special care has to be taken to maintain all observable effects.
The presence of mutable collections makes the problem even
Still, the biggest practical limitation of Stream fusion is that more demanding.
it’s unable to fuse commonly used pattern with concatMap:
concatM ap s(λx → Stream next b (f x))
The original paper [Coutts’07] proposes several rewrite
rules that potentially solve this example, but neither of those
rules can be written in current Glasgow Haskell Compiler rules
syntax.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
From discussed systems, foldr/buildr system is the only
incorporated in an industrial compiler. It is included in GHC
and empowers list comprehensions. As can be seen from code
samples writing producer function in this system is pretty
straightforward, but writing consumers is a challenging task.
For this system, there are no known fusable representations of
list consumer functions such as zip and foldl. Zip’s cannot be
effectively fused as this system does not support consuming
multiple lists at the same time, while fusion of accumulating

A. Fixing the concatMap problem
The [Coutts’07] paper presented several approaches to fix
the concatMap problem. Unfortunately, those rules were able
to bring this barrier down can not be expressed in terms of
GHC rewriting rules language. There’s clear possibility of
trying those rules in Scala, as in presence of Scala Macros
[Burmako’13], the potential range of analysis that can be
performed in Scala extends beyond the boundaries of simple
local rewrite rules.
B. Separate compilation
Neither of presented systems work in separate compilation
setting. None of discussed systems has a notion of fusing
with code not known in compile time. But as Stream fusion
already has notion of state of stepper function s this state can
be passed between functions in a generic way, in order to
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interleave execution of function generation a collection and a
function consuming it. This is not even a work-in-progress,
but rather an idea-in-progress. In order to illustrate this idea
on a simple example, imagine we have two separately defined
library functions
def mapSquare(xs : List[Int]) = xs.map( ∗ )
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abstractions that were to be expected by successive phases.
User can get slower code without any information messages
issued by compiler.
As Scala Macros [Burmako’13] allow to preform speculative
optimization, if failure is detected the optimization can be
reversed, with issuing a compile time messages that can
potentially can help user.

def sum(xs : List[Int]) = xs.reduce( + )
And we have a user program, being compiled entirely separately from those library functions, but using them:
def example(xs : List[Int]) = sum(mapSquare(xs))
It seems productive to split the library function into fusable
parts, that can be used for fusion: the first function will simply
return the altered element, while the second one will also
return its intermediate state
def mapSquare$Iter(el : Int, state : U nit = ()) =
el ∗ e
def mapSquare(xs : List[Int]) =
xs.map(mapSquare$Iter)
def sum$Init = 0
def sum$Iter(el : Int, state : Int) =
el + state
def sum$F inalize(state : Int) =
state
def sum(xs : List[Int]) =
xs.f oldLef t(sum$Init)(sum$It)
Then the user code can take advantage of existence of those
’fusion building blocks’ and fuse with them instead of using
integral methods.
def example$Iter(el : Int, state : Int) =
sum$Iter(mapSquare$Iter(el), state)
def example$F inalize(state : Int) =
sum$F inalize(state)
def example$Init = sum$Init
def example(xs : List[Int]) =
xs.f oldLef t(example$Init)(sum$Iter)
As can be seen in this example, it seems that those ’fusion
building blocks’ can be maintained across usages. Intuition
supports claim that methods can be split into 3 parts, passing
state into each other without using it in any other way.
This potentially allows the library to change it’s underlying
implementation without requiring user to recompile. That
possibility feels natural in Scala world, but posed a problem
for previously discussed approaches.
C. Graceful failure
All presented systems for Haskell define one directional
transformations. If the optimization did not succeed at some
point, compiler proceeds compilation of code in this intermediate state, potentially slowing down code due to introducing
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